Abstract — The scientific paper aims at presenting the way in which the partnership between the university and private or state funded organisations insure the development of applicative training of students. Also there are analysed, besides others, the way that graduates can promote with there contribution to improve the quality of the services and products offered by organisations which have implemented a quality management system.

Index Terms — quality, students, scientific research, employer, education.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the current economical context the analysis of employer’s perception over the higher education graduate’s level of applied practical training needs to permanently constitute the main focus of the higher education institutions management.

Graduate’s evolution within hiring companies shows the higher education institutions capability to insure complex and competitive professional training programmes, in strict accordance to the work market’s requirements.

Successfully managing the partnership between the higher education institutions and the employers insure the adjustment and also the development of learning programmes necessary to scientific research evolution towards applicative research, in direct connection to employer organisations necessities.

The same partnership can insure the companies’ employees’ participation to the post-graduate study programmes organized within higher education institutions.

According to their personal skills, students must be guided so that even from the first years of higher studies to manage to set their major and also the work place they really want to get after graduation.

It is quite common that higher education institutions resources and students resources are wasted due to the fact that students don’t have a vision regarding what they want to do after graduation and thus, select fields of activity which, after a few years, turn out not to meet their expectations, or for which they do not have skills, and give up the years they have spent learning, refocus on other majors.

In order to permanently insure the quality of the learning process and the adaptability of the curriculum to current requirements, higher education institutions have to permanently follow the impact of the work market forces evolution and of the governmental programmes on the students.

Education in itself can be defined as a series of measures that are permanently applied in a systematic way in order to form and develop man’s intellectual, moral and physical qualities.

Human communities’ relations are based on a continuous and mutual learning process.

The education system’s quality still represents a challenge and a demand for the elite, passing through permanent reform, representing a natural progress factor.

One of the strategic objectives that need to be followed throughout the post graduate training projects’ unreeing is that of preparing, from a practical point of view, the students, using modern teaching methods, so that at the end of the programme, students can apply immediately the knowledge they accumulated within the organisations in which they currently carry on their activity.

A few modern teaching methods in the higher education are presented in figure 1.
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This feedback is essential for the process of insuring the university educations’ quality and to guide the higher education institutions to achieve the short, medium or long-term strategy.

For both the professors and the organisations managers, changing learning conditions, intellectual development conditions, the manner of doing business, represents a challenge as well as an extra opportunity to prove their skills.

Both the organisations’ employees and the students need to become more confident in their own strengths and organisations’ leaders need to identify the most suitable methods to motivate them in this sense.

Especially today, due to aggressive increase of competitiveness in the internal and external environment, we have to give up the reactive management and to act permanently proactive, to exploit to a maximum the prognostic managerial function.

The mission of these programmes is that of completing the theoretical knowledge acquired by the students after their studies with practical skills, specific to the area of expertise for which they are training.

Speciality practical training within state or private organisations, done based on signed agreements give the students’ real chances to find a workplace suited for their training.

At the same time, graduates will be able to cope, from a professional point of view, with the demands of the workplace, having the possibility to become professionally integrated in a short period of time after graduation.

Taking into consideration the ever increasing demand in the field of engineering in the job market and also that one of the main demand of the private companies regarding students training is insuring practical training in their field of expertise, higher education institutions need to show special attention developing students theoretical knowledge with applicative, practical training.

To this effect universities must develop partnerships, based on practice conventions, with private organisations.

The organisation of these partnerships is an opportunity to bring face to face the employers and those seeking a job.

In order to support the scientific cognition process, the creation of governmental programmes, investment programmes, and system programmes and well defined dynamic structures are necessary, which should be sustained by executive behaviours and by permanent positive enforcement.

Next we will present some of the facilities, which are granted, to economic agents that hire higher education institutions graduates.

Through governmental programmes, states institutions offer employers who hire graduates several financial incentives from the unemployment insurance budget, under the provisions of the number 76/2002 law.

Thus, higher education graduates and graduates of special schools, registered with the Agency for Work Force Occupation, in case they are included in the normal working schedule for a period of more than 12 months, benefit from a bonus equivalent to a minimum gross salary per country, in force at the time of hiring.
Also, graduates who have been established with unemployment benefit and get a job within the period in which they would benefit from it, for a period longer than 12 months, benefit from an amount equal to the unemployment benefit to which they would have been entitled, under the law, until the period in which they would have benefited from it is over, if they wouldn’t have gotten a job.

Employers, who hire education institutions graduates for an undetermined period of time, receive on a monthly basis, over a period of 12 months, for each graduate:

- 1 minimum gross salary per country, in force at the time of hiring, for the training schools graduates or arts and crafts schools graduates;
- 1.2 minimum gross salaries per country, in force at the time of hiring, for high school graduates or postgraduates;
- 1.5 minimum gross salaries per country, in force at the time of hiring, for higher education graduates.

Employers who hire over an indeterminate period of time graduates with physical disabilities receive monthly, for each graduate, the above-mentioned amounts over a period of 18 months.

Employers who hire graduates under the conditions mentioned above are forced to maintain the employment relationship for at least 3 years from the time of hiring.

During the 3 years period graduates may attend a form of professional training, organized by the employer, in accordance to the law.

The expenses required for the professional training will be borne, at the employers’ request, from the unemployment benefit fund.

According to number 27 law from March 26/2007, regarding stimulating hiring pupils and students, the employer who hires pupils and students during the holidays benefits from a monthly financial incentive equal to 50% of the minimum gross salary per country guaranteed in payment, for each pupil and student.

The financial incentive is awarded at the employers’ request from the unemployment benefit fund. The maximum period for granting the financial incentive is of 60 working days in a calendar year.

### III. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DATA INTERPRETATION

The main objective of these applicable programmes is that of creating a speciality, coherent technological practice program for all students.

In order to reach this goal, within the University representative organizations are assigned county wide.

There is a three week practical training with a daily schedule of minimum 6 hours at the end of the second term within this programme, the themes and activities, which are going to take place during the practice period, are defined.

The University must assign the teachers who will be in charge with the technological practice. These teachers have to coordinate and check the practice activity within the organisation they were assigned to carry out the practice programme.

Also, the organisation in which the practice programme is taking place assigns a person who will be in charge of the practice, with well-defined tasks in following the students’ activity.

The practice training programmes will be finalised through practice colloquium.

At the end of the training programme, the students will draw up an activity report which will be presented at the practice colloquium and which will be graded by a commission formed by the head of the major department, by the person in charge of the practice from the Universities side and the representative of the organisation in which the practice programme has taken place.

In order to manage the practice programme, within the organisation an applicable schooling plan was drawn up which is presented in figure 2 (which is a capture made by a software in which the case study had been done).

---

**Fig. 2.** Applicative schooling plan – The Gant Map. Capture

---

**Gant Map JULY 2009**

1. Work Protection. Introductory notions – After sale Services;
2. Supply office chief, Post sales Service Manager
3. Lotus, DMS introductory notions, supply and service procedures. Project themes presentation;
4. Post sales Service Manager, PKV shop chief
5. Practice within Motor Vehicle Reception compartment. Work procedures. DMS operation;
6. Service Advisor. Person in charge for insurance companies’ contracts
7. Service product and specific MB/Ford/Chrysler Jeep/Dodge software general presentation;
8. PKV shop chief
9. Practice within the PKV shop, electronic diagnosis, technical operation/documentation;
PKV technical consultant
6. Practice within the LKV shop, electronic diagnosis, technical operation/documentation;
LKV shop chief, LKV technical consultant
7. Practice within the ATV shop, electronic diagnosis, technical operation/documentation;
PKV shop chief, ATV shop chief
8. Practice within the Supply department – parts order, MB and CHJ change, software operation, work procedures;
Person in charge for spare parts orders
9. Practice within the Supply department – PS Ford, software operations, work procedures;
Person in charge for spare parts orders
10. Practice within the Management department, work procedures. Emphasis on SDVs, locations. Complaints upon goods delivery;
Supply, Management office chief
11. Ford guarantees system, Definition of the Ford guaranty concept – PPT presentations;
Person in charge for Guaranties, PKV shop chief
12. Mercedes Benz guaranty system, Definition of Mercedes Benz and Chrysler Jeep guaranty concept;
Person in charge for Guaranties, PKV shop chief
Person in charge for Guaranties, Service Advisor
14. Project themes – themes to process/teams;
Service Manager Sales post
15. Project themes – themes to process/teams - feedback;
Sales post Service Manager
Daily 9.00 o’clock meeting in the classroom for schedule presentation; move to the work areas.
There are formed 3 teams and the coordinator for each team is elected – Team coordinator.
Team
Practice project themes:
1. Mobility service comparative analysis;
2. Practical tariffs analysis: wrecked motor vehicle repairs, mechanical works, electrical works, special works;

Based on this schooling plan, the students were able to get to know in detail the organizational structure of a private organisation that activates in the service rendering industry of motor vehicle repair.

At the end of the practice internship, the person in charge at the private organisation has to send to the University all documents related to the practice programme that took place (documents related to students attendance, their contribution to the programme) and the students evaluation results based on the grades they received. The centralizer related to students’ activity management is found in Table I (which is a capture made by a software in which the case study had been done).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>STUDENT ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT CENTRALIZER. CAPTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralizer qualificative și prezentă</td>
<td>Prezentă: Studiul superioar/Studentul LBSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr.</td>
<td>Cod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bădeanu, Gabriela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Andrei, Constantin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to improve the collaboration, the University representative will send the private organisation the feedback received from the students, alongside suggestions regarding the development of future practice programmes.

Students have been extremely receptive and the practice programme was a real success proving once again that organizing a quality programme is the way to acceptance.

The advantages of these applicative programmes are also possibilities for the students to take from the organisation themes for the diploma project on which they could work together with the guiding teacher and, if possible, with a specialist within the organisation in which they carried out their applicative training internship.

At the same time, the organisation has the possibility to select students who meet their employment requirements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The management and diversification of educational programmes has brought new development opportunities in the last decade, for more people to benefit from University education and postgraduate education, aiming to bring a significant contribution to education.

Together with the ever increase demand for University education, higher education institutions have developed new and diverse study programmes, creating at the same time new learning and study modalities.

Through the partnerships between the Universities and the private organisations, students get into direct contact with quality management systems.

Thus, students can observe the major differences that exist between the organisations that have implemented a quality management system and those that didn’t consider the implementation of the system opportune.

Universities should manage to stimulate students’ desire to bring their contribution to societies’ progress, a demarche that must begin in the last year of secondary education.

According to the pupils’ skills, both the parents and the
teachers need to guide him towards a high school that will insure the students’ preparation for the higher education unit in which he wants to continue his studies.

Students must be guided toward active implication in extra curriculum activities, especially at international level, actions that involve acquiring and developing intensive communication skills.

Also, students have to be instructed regarding teamwork since the first year of college.

While within the University their performances depend on their individual work, after graduation, individual implication is not enough for teamwork.

Students must be able to fit in the already existing and well-defined structured teams at the employers’ level.

To this extend, students must acquire knowledge about their personality, about their temperaments, which they need to learn how to shape to the best of their abilities.

It is recommended that students be advised to choose their working place according to their temperament.

For example, a melancholic type temperament student must not choose a job that requires constant interaction with the customer or managing conflict situations.

Organizing common programmes and practice applications by the Universities together with the employers, facilitates the integration of higher education graduates within the companies that are willing to give them a job.

Through well-structured programmes, higher education institutions need to insure students’ evolution follow up in the work place for a period of minimum 5 years.

The quality of higher education cannot be insured without getting the feedback regarding graduates’ integration and evolution within the hiring companies.

In return, graduates need to be encouraged and supported to continue their post graduate studies, even after they have been integrated in the work place, so that, they could now bring their own contribution to the continuous development of scientific research. The results of this process should be effectively applied at the graduate’s work place.

In today’s economic context, by getting involved in the unfolding of these programmes, employers receive benefits and advantages as a consequence of their own employees following the post graduates master and PhD studies, programmes which especially develop employees’ creativity and structured logical thinking.
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